**TOP THINGS TO SEE AND DO...**

1. **TITANIC SIGN SELFIE**

Did you strike a pose at our greenscreen photo op as you entered the Titanic Experience? Don’t forget to pick up your souvenir photo!

2. **GRAB A COFFEE IN THE GALLEY CAFE**

3. **MEET AT THE DISCOVERY POINT FOR YOUR DISCOVERY TOUR**

4. **DISCOVER THE FULL TITANIC STORY**

Explore the 9 interactive galleries of the Titanic Experience, delve deep into the shipyard, walk the decks, travel to the depths of the ocean and uncover the true legend of Titanic, in the city where it all began.

5. **COLLECT YOUR SOUVENIRS**

Why not visit the Titanic Store and treat a loved one to a unique gift from our bespoke jewellery collections, or our ever popular home items, Waterford Crystal or cuddly toys!

6. **LUNCH IN HICKSON’S POINT**

Hickson’s Point offers an authentic 1900s public house setting, serving up the spirit of the shipyard through traditional hospitality and entertainment.

7. **CHARLIE CHAPLIN SELFIE**

**Top Tip**
Stop by our engraving station to personalise your gift!
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8 DISCOVER SS NOMADIC
Step on-board the world’s last remaining White Star vessel and RMS Titanic’s original tender ship – SS Nomadic. Walk the decks, explore the ship, and take journey through over 100 years of authentic maritime and social history.

9 JACK & ROSE POSE!
Despite being based on fictional characters, the 1997 classic is still listed as one of the greatest love stories of all time – with the iconic ‘Jack and Rose’ pose being one of our guests’ favourite things to do when they visit!

Recreate the famous scene with your beau at the bow of SS Nomadic.

10 EXPLORE THE SLIPWAYS
As you walk down the slipways, explore the life size plan of Titanic’s Promenade Deck – inlaid in white stone, outlining where the liner’s lifeboats, funnels and benches would have been positioned on-board.

11 VISIT THE MEMORIAL GARDEN
View the memorial garden, where four grass lawns alternate with timber decking to illustrate the proportion of Titanic’s victims and survivors from each of the passenger classes and crew.

12 CHECK INTO TITANIC HOTEL BELFAST

13 WATCH THE SUNSET OVER TITANIC QUARTER
Catch the sun setting over Titanic Quarter, one of the world’s largest urban-waterfront regeneration projects, as it illuminates the quarter’s iconic sights - Titanic Belfast, SS Nomadic, the famous barrel-vaulted Harland & Wolff Drawing Offices and those legendary landmarks Samson and Goliath!

14 EXPLORE THE CITY FOR A FUN NIGHT OUT
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